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Abstract: Conventional types of slabs are not generally
preferred for long span structures, but whereas grid slab and
ribbed slab are most suitable for long spans and also economical.
However recently these two slabs are developing in India
extensively, generally both of grid slab and ribbed slab consisting
of ribs which makes them comparable. A complete assessment
was done for the two slab systems in order to evaluate the seismic
response to each slab system. The considered models in this study
are OMRF frame with shear walls in addition to adopting 4,6,8
numbers of the storey by using ETABS software for analyzing
and design, the followed analysis methods are Equivalent static
method, response spectrum, and time history. The criteria for
assessment are storey drift, base shear, time period, storey shear
and axial force in columns.
Keywords: Grid slab, Ribbed slab, Storey drift, Base shear,
ETABS, Storey shear

1.

consist of ribs in one direction along with hollow Bricks,
these bricks could be made up of various types of materials
such as burnt Clay, sand Lime and concrete the schematic
view of the ribbed slab is shown in figure (1). Using such
bricks not only helps to reduce the amount of concrete in the
slab but also providing more thermal isolation to the
structure.

INTRODUCTION:

1.1 Problem statement:
There has been an expanding interest for construction
earthquake resistant structures or buildings which leads to
developing tremendous amount research in this regards, the
main objective of these studies is to obtain an economic as
well as safer structures which can be accomplished even if
some of the essential structural elements have collapsed
during the high intensity or major earthquakes [1]. Thus
modelling and design of seismic loads have to be done
accurately, furthermore detailing also has a lot of
importance to assure that the structure is having adequate
ductility. Moreover the slab is an essential part of the RCC
frame which should be designed to withstand both vertical
and lateral load resulting during earthquakes especially
where failure during the earthquakes especially the areas
near to shear walls and columns where failure is expected
subsequently a proper selection of the suitable type of slab
can contribute extremely in overall behaviour of the
structure and strength.

Figure 1 :Ribbed slab cross section
In the other hand Grid slab have been broadly utilized in
both of residential buildings as well as commercial
buildings, grid floor can be defined as concrete floor
consists of rectangular or square grids with ribs in two
directions then it is also called as waffle slab [4].
Based upon recent study was done regarding the dynamic
of response dynamic of gird slab [3] reported that grid slab
having less displacement and base shear than the flat slab.
However, there is no clear investigation of the seismic
behaviour of hollow block floor.
A complete evaluation is done in order to assess the
response of each type of slab to the seismic loads. In order
to evaluate the seismic behaviour of slab have been
considered six models (three for each slab) of RCC building
with 4 stories, 6 stories, and 8 stories, the models were
designed for high-intensity earthquake (zone IV) along with
considering medium soil (type II).

1.2 Grid slab vs ribbed slab:
Slab is usually horizontal member developed to give level
surfaces, typically flat, in building floors and the other
different kinds of structures. Ribbed slab or hollow blocks
ribbed slab commonly is used in Saudi Arabia, Dubai, some
other Middle East countries and recently India. Ribbed slab
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2.

OBJECTIVES:

 To
analysis
multistoried
RCC
buildings(4,6,8Storey) considering building system
as OMRF with ductile shear wall and adopting
ribbed slab and grid (waffle) slab where the used
analysis methods are Equivalent Static Method,
Response Spectrum Analysis, and Time History
Analysis as per IS: 1893-2002 part-I: Criteria for
Earthquake resistant structure.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF RCC BUILDING WITH RIBBED SLAB AND
GRID SLAB
 To evaluate and compare the seismic behaviour of
multistoried RCC building having ribbed slab vs
grid slab in high-intensity earthquake based upon
various criteria

makes them comparable in the table (1) and table (2) the
show selected slabs specifications.
Table 1: slab grid dimensions
Grid slab property data

3.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

 Salman I. Khan and Ashok R. Mundhada (2015)
have conducted a comparative research on
multistoried R.C.C buildings with flat slab and grid
slab, the dynamic analysis (response spectrum
method) was performed using ETABS software to
three different high rise buildings having 12, 15 &
18 stories, the study can be epitomized that gird slab
has better performance than the flat slab based upon
grid slab has 4% less base shear and lateral
displacement additional to flat slab has significantly
more story drift.
 Makode R K and Akhtar (2014) have compared
the seismic response of multistoried structures (12storey building) with flat and grid slabs using
response spectrum method, the study concludes that
at the columns in the center of the plan was less in
grid slab as compared to the building with flat slab,
moreover at each storey the building with grid
performed less storey drift than flat slab.
 B. Doering, C. Kendrick and R.M. Lawson
(2013) studied the thermal capacity of a composite
slabs and ribbed slab along with a comparative
study to flat slab system. The research resulted in
that composite slabs generates a maximum heat
compare to flat slab according to numerical studies
the difference is approximately 20%
 Bothara SD and Varghese V (2012) have assessed
the seismic response of both grid slab and flat slab
in this study 9-Storey building was adopted to
evaluate the behaviour by using response spectrum
method, until 4 stories the slabs performance was
identical, however the difference is clear in terms of
storey drift for more than 4 storey building.
4.

MODELLING AND ANALYSIS:

In this research, a regular existing plan was considered
with regard to study the behaviour of multistory RCC
structure along with the comparative study of the response
of grid slab ribbed slab subsequently 6 different cases of
multistory RCC structure were adopted.
4.1 Building specifications:
The grade of concrete: M30
The grade of longitudinal rebar: Fe 415 N/mm2
The seismic zone: IV
Importance factor: 1
Soil type: Medium soil (type (II))
Response reduction factor: 4.5
4.2 Structural elements dimension:
4.2.1 Slabs properties:
Grid slab and hollow block ribbed slab are analogous in
diversified aspects for instance in construction the two
systems comprise of ribs and segments of slabs this which
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Overall Depth

230 mm

Slab thickness

70 mm

Stem width at top

180 mm

Stem width at bottom

180 mm

Ribs spacing parallel to X

1500 mm

Ribs spacing parallel to Y

1500 mm

Table 2: slab ribbed dimensions
Ribbed slab property data
Overall Depth

230 mm

Slab thickness

70 mm

Stem width at top

150 mm

Stem width at bottom

180 mm

Ribs spacing (perpendicular to
Ribs direction)

500 mm

Ribs direction is parallel to

Y direction

4.2.2 Beams and shear wall properties:
In all the models two beams categories were utilized the
internal beams with a rectangular cross-section having
500mm width and 250mm depth, plus exterior a rectangular
beams owning dimension of 250mm and 450mm width and
depth respectively. Nevertheless the shear walls thickness
250mm has been maintained in all models.
4.2.3 Column properties:
In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the
response of the various slab system in the reinforced
concrete residential building, three different models were
adopted depending on increasing the number of floors [7].
The followed analysis cases are 6 models 3 for each slab
system using 4, 6, 8 storied OMRF building, for every case
the columns were divided into three categories based on the
amount of load acting on the column.
The first case categories dimensions are (250 mm *250
mm), (250mm*400 mm), and (300 mm*400 mm) breadth
and depth respectively, for the second case the dimensions
selected such that (250 mm*300 mm) for the first category
(250 mm*600 mm) and (300 mm*650 mm) for the second
and third category however, for the last analysis case
columns are distributed following (250 mm*360 mm), (300
mm*650 mm) and (350 mm*700 mm) for the three
divisions respectively.
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The columns cross-section dimensions are reduced by
approximately 10 mm in all cases after each 4 floors not to
mention that 250 mm has maintained ass the minimum
dimension even after reduction of size.
4.3 Models representation in ETABS:

4.4.3 Nonlinear-dynamic analysis:
This method is the most convoluted nonetheless a realistic
simulation of the earthquake force could be resulted by
performing this type of analysis. However, the nonlineardynamic analysis might be demonstrated as an analysis of
the dynamic response of the buildings at every time intervals
when the structure undergoes a particular ground motion,
recently in ETABS software matching of the ground motion
function or time history function with response spectrum
function given in in design codes became possible
subsequently accurate and feasible results can be gained
from nonlinear-dynamic method [11].
5.

RESULTS:

After performing the analysis for the considered models
the following results were obtained:
5.1 Storey drift:
Story drift is the drift of one floor in a multistoriedbuilding with respect to the level below, after performing
the analysis for the different models the resulted Story drift
values are shown fig 4, 5, 6.
Figure 2: 3D view

Figure 3: Slabs internal ribs
4.4 Endorsed analysis methods:
Three diverse analysis strategy has been pursued in order
to acquire an idealistic comprehension of the behaviour of
the various floor system.
4.4.1 Linear-static analysis:
The nature of earthquake loads are a dynamic force,
however, in this method, the seismic loads assumed to be
static more precisely the dynamic essence of seismic force
should not be taken in the account furthermore using this
strategy in the different codes predominantly permitted for
regular buildings [9]. When the difference between center of
mass and of center rigidity is negligible compared to the
plan dimensions.
This method was used following the properties mentioned
in (4.1), principally this sort of analysis method beneficial
for reducing computational time due to it is simplicity [1].

Fig.4: The maximum drifts in 4 storey building.

Fig.5: The maximum drifts in 6 storey building.

4.4.2 Linear-dynamic analysis:
Whilst approaching this method the first assumption is the
dynamic nature of loads
The linear-dynamic, in the design standers idealized
graph of the structure maximum response vs time period for
serval damping values [1].
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The figures 9, 10, 11 present the maximum storey
displacements.

Fig.9: The maximum displacements in 4 storey building.

Fig.6: The maximum drifts in 8 storey building.
5.2 Base shear:
The seismic design base shear (VB) in X&Y was
calculated, the figure (7) shows the maximum base shear
values.

Fig.10: The maximum displacements in 6 storey
building.

Fig.7: The seismic design base shear
5.3 Time period:
The Time required for the undamped system to complete
one cycle of free vibration is the natural period of vibration
of the system in units of seconds.
The following figure (8) showing the results of the natural
time period for Ribbed Slab & Grid Slab.

Fig.11: The maximum displacements in 8 storey
building.
5.5 Self-weight:
The weight of structure along with the weight of
structural element which is represented as dead
collectively has massive influence in the total design
overtiring moment and stability against the lateral
figure (12) represent comparison based upon the
weight of the structure.

Fig 8: comparison of the time period
5.4 Storey displacement:
For all models, storey displacement in X-direction was
greater owing to the fact that distribution of shear walls has
an enormous impact on the resulted lateral displacement.
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5.7 Time history results:
In the non-linear dynamic analysis (TH) based upon
previous earthquakes data the response of each floor can be
obtained with different ratio of damping, the following
figures (16, 17, 18) represent the storey response with
various damping ratios for the critical models (8 storey
structures).

Fig.12: Self-weight of the models.
5.6 Storey shear:
Storey shear has importance in designing the structure
elements in buildings, the following figures (13, 14, 15)
illustrate the variation in storey shear between grid and
ribbed slab.

Fig.16: Roof response with 0.1% damping

Fig.13: Storey shear in 4 storey building.

Fig.17: Roof response with 0.05% damping

Fig.14: Storey shear in 6 storey building.

Fig.18: Roof response with 0% damping
6.

DELIBERATIONS OF RESULTS:

Storey drift in the two systems are within the allowable
limits as per code nevertheless, the ribbed slab owning a
considerably more drift in X and Y directions in comparison
with grid slab system. The variation is about 33% which

Fig.15: Storey shear in 8 storey building
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cloud be resulting in the additional bending moment in the
elements and shear force. Therefore the shear wall and
columns in such systems would be designed to withstand
more loads.
 Grid slab buildings subjected to less base shear than
building with ribbed slab system. The variation
percent between grid and ribbed slab in the range 9%
to 12% due to the extra slab self-weight in building
with ribbed slab, this difference might lead to
increasing of the lateral load in the structure.
 The time period for building with grid slab is less
than ribbed slab structures due to the more value of
the natural frequency in the structures with grid slab
building the difference between grid and ribbed slabs
varies about 5% to 6%.
 Storey displacement in grid slab building is
significantly less than ribbed slab, as consequence of
the existence of ribs in the both directions in gird
slab building, this privilege plays important role in
reducing the loads in beams and columns in grid slab
system.
 Self-weight in ribbed slab is more compare to grid
slab because of the presence of hollow blocks or
bricks in ribbed slab, in the other hand utilization of
such bricks would considerably increase the stiffness
in ribbed slab.
 Ribbed slab building having more storey shear as
compare to grid slab building due to the more
amount lateral seismic load attracted by ribbed slab
structure owing to the fact that the mass of building
with ribbed slab is noticeably higher than waffle slab.
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CONCLUSION:

According to the obtained results the conclusions could
be stated in the following points:
 The appropriate selection of the slab system plays an
important role in the structure stability against the
both of lateral and gravity forces.
 Grid slab building has a better seismic response than
ribbed slab building.
 When the total height of the structure increases the
base shear, displacement, Storey shear and drift
increases simultaneously.
 In OMRF building shear wall takes the immense
percentage of the base shear and the storey shear.
Approximately above 95% from the load would be
withstood by shear walls.
8.
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